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FICTION
Grit Landau

The Sardinian Wedding
•

•

A novel about family bonds, Sardinian honour,
the omnipotence of love and the courage to do
the right thing
A wonderful family saga with drama and great
feeling of era and local colour
May 2020, 368 pages

An impossible love and a country at a crossroads
Sardinia 1922, just before Mussolini seized power:
Leo Lanteri, a war veteran and heir to a Ligurian
olive plantation, kills a fascist in a fight and has to
go into hiding. His father sends him to Sassari on
Sardinia, which for smart jazz enthusiast Leo feels
like the end of the world. However, on the
“forgotten island” something is bubbling under the
surface; like in the rest of Italy. Sardinia is on the
verge of revolution. Even Leo soon gets caught
between the fronts, for he meets the love of his life
on the country estate belonging to Soriga, a
Mussolini supporter. He loves Gioia, the
headstrong daughter of the house. It is bad timing
because in less than a week musically talented
Gioia is to marry the son of an ancient Sardinian
clan of horse breeders whose family has
murderous traditions.

The author:
Grit Landau, born in 1973, writes novels, short
stories and non-fiction books (the latter under her
real name). Prior to becoming an author, she
studied history and worked as a music and culture
journalist. The passion for Italy is in the author’s
blood: her father, an opera director and Puccini
expert, worked several times at the Scala in Milan
and in 1960, her mother aged 20 fell from a
collapsing hotel balcony near Sanremo, which was
practically the big bang moment for the author’s
life-long love of Bella Italia. The author is married
and lives with her family close to Bonn.

FICTION
Claire Stihlé

How Love Found Us
•
•
•

One Alsatian village, five strong women and a turbulent
past - a novel that ignites hunger for love.
A warm-hearted voice, a joyful story and charming
figures that you immediately warm to
Enriched with gourmet recipes from Alsace
May 2020, 304 pages

An enchanting and sensitive novel about love and how you can help it along

Bois-de-Val at the foot of the Sonnenberg in
Alsace: Madame Nanon, 92-years-old and lovingly
known by all as Madame Nan, has experienced
many a thing in the small village with the good air.
France, Germany, France - her region has also been
a plaything caught in political interests and claims
to power. Then at last there is calm - until Madame
Nan’s eldest daughter suddenly comes up with an
invention that not only leads to high regard and
money, but also gives the village inhabitants a
great deal of chaos in love. The happiness appears
to be perfect, if it weren’t for her neighbour,
Monsieur Boberschram, who has fallen in love with
Madame Nan without knowing that they have a
shared past. A past that does everything but bind
them together.
English and French sample translations available.
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The author:
Claire Stihlé was born close to Colmar and studied
in France and in Germany, where she also lives.
How Love Found Us about a village in Alsace is her
first novel

CRIME / THRILLER
Mathias Berg

The Cost of Revenge
•

•

Severed feet, Red Army Faction terror and a
missing child The start of a fascinating cold case
crime series
First book in the “Lupe Svensson and Otto
Hagedorn” series
June 2020, 400 pages

A cold case from the 1970s is the first case for a special duo of investigators

On her very first day at Düsseldorf regional police,
the young forensic psychologist Lupe Svensson is
confronted with a special case. As an intern to the
experienced investigator Otto Hagedorn she is to
examine the discovery of an almost 30-year-old
corpse, whose foot has been severed. Back in
1975, Otto had been hunting the “foot-murderer”
but without success. But can the old case now be
solved? The investigations take Lupe and Otto back
to a fascinating era of modern German history and
to an unusual series of murders...
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The author:
Mathias Berg was born in 1971 in novel-like
circumstances - he was exactly 17 days early after
his parent’s neighbour shot his wife the day
before.
His mother, the daughter of a chief inspector from
Stuttgart, gave him his passion for reading and
writing. After school, he studied sociology in
Bamberg and London, and worked as a radio
presenter, advertising copywriter and marketing
editor. The Cost of Revenge is the start of the cold
case series with psychologist Lupe Svensson and
investigator Otto Hagedorn. Mathias Berg lives in
Cologne.

CRIME / THRILLER
Katja Bohnet

Fall and Die
•

A new case for the investigative team of Rosa Lopez and
Viktor Saizew from the Berlin police

March 2020, 368 pages

Attack on Alexanderplatz - a new case for Lopez and Saizew from the Berlin police

While an Interpol congress is taking place, six
people are brutally murdered with a machete in an
attack on Alexanderplatz in Berlin. A motorbike
driver flees the scene and all traces of him are lost
in Berlin-Falkensee. It is there where Viktor Saizew
is undergoing therapy in a closed psychiatric unit
on account of a breach of duty. However, crime
doesn’t allow for any timeout. With Victor’s help,
Rosa Lopez, who the Berlin police have put in
charge of investigation, gets dangerously close to
the attacker. Until she herself becomes the target.
“Katja Bohnet manages to tell stories about
realistic people with realistic problems and on top
of that she challenges the gender imbalance in
crime fiction.” Deutschlandfunk Kultur on
“Krähentod” (Crow’s Death).
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The author:
Katja Bohnet, born in 1971, studied Film and
Philosophy, before making money as a cycle
courier, portrait photography and with newspaper
articles. She lived in the South West of the USA, in
Berlin and Paris, worked in a kibbutz and travelled
across four continents. For many years she
presented a live program in the ARD and wrote as
an author for the WDR. She received rave reviews
for her debut thriller, Messertanz. She now lives
between Frankfurt and Cologne together with
numerous books, records and children.

CRIME / THRILLER
Max Bronski

Jaguar
•
•

Thrilling and ambiguous: the skilful spy thriller by Glauser Prize
winner Max Bronski
For readers of John le Carré, Robert Wilson and Daniel Silva

September 2020, 400 pages

Two random victims - one merciless avenger. Who is the Jaguar?
Thanks to a caprice of fate, two young men, Ruben
Diaz from San Salvador and Santino Marti, end up
in the sights of the CIA at the end of the eighties.
They are taken to a prison ship in the Gulf of
Mexico, where the fellow sufferers become friends.
One of them dies but the other is able to escape.
In 2012, apparently arbitrary murders are
committed in Africa, the USA and Latin America.
The only link: the sign of the Jaguar god of the
Maya that the murderer has branded on the
bodies. One of the dead is a former CIA agent, who
was involved in several secret operations in Latin
America in the eighties.
“Max Bronski’s novels are a celebration of
overstatements, grotesque right down to the real
bones of truth and faster paced than can be said
on the radio,” Bayern 2 about “Oskar”
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The author:
Max Bronski (Franz-Maria Sonner) was born in
1953 in Tutzing and is the author of several crime
novels. His legendary series based around the
antique dealer Gossec from Munich has been
popular for a long time. His novel Der Tod bin
ich (2013) was highly acclaimed. His recent
publications were Mad Dog Boogie and Der
Pygmäe von Obergiesing (2016). The author lives
in Munich.

CRIME / THRILLER
Vitu Falconi

Corsican Vendetta
•

The only crime series for Corsica fans!

April 2020, 304 pages

A Corsica crime novel
A series of puzzling attacks shakes Corsica and the
mood on the picturesque island is tense. After a
clan chief is kidnapped, the balance of power
shifts: the police and the press have to impotently
watch how a dangerous new power emerges. Eric
Marchand and his girlfriend Laurine come up with
a daring plan. They sneak themselves undercover
into the criminal organisation in order to search for
the missing Corsicans. While their lives repeatedly
hang by a thin thread, the beautiful Mediterranean
island is heading for a catastrophe...
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The author:
Vitu Falconi is the pseudonym of a German author.
With his thrillers and series for young adults, which
have sold over half a million copies and have been
translated into thirteen languages, he is a firm
favourite in German light fiction. For many years,
he has been visiting Corsica where he climbs
mountains, cycles or goes sea diving. He loves the
people with their customs and secrets, as well as
the rich flora and fauna. He returns every year to
research his novels. Vitu Falconi lives with his
family in Southern Germany.

CRIME / THRILLER
Thomas Finn

Bermuda
•

•

A group of castaways are stranded on a
mysterious island in the Bermuda triangle and
are ruthlessly decimated by a sinister power
For all fans of the horror thrillers by Ezekiel
Boone and the popular series “Lost”
May 2020, 400 pages

Stranded in the Bermuda triangle: sinister, mysterious and ruthlessly thrilling!

Biologist Alex Kirchner and environmental activist
Itzil Pérez only narrowly survive a shipping accident
at the heart of the Bermuda triangle. Together
with a dozen other survivors they are washed up
on the beach of a volcanic island. The presumed
salvation quickly proves to be a deadly trap: on the
island neither mobile phones nor compasses work,
foodstuffs mysteriously rot overnight and on the
very first morning a member of the group is
nowhere to be found - instead, wide drag marks
lead directly into the mangrove jungle. And that is
just the beginning...
“A gripping horror novel with well-dosed genre
elements, in which the tension increases from
page to page.” Geek! about “Dark Wood”
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The author:
Thomas Finn, born in Evanston/Chicago in 1967,
studied economics and worked as a journalist and
author for various German publishers and
magazines alongside, amongst others, as Editor-inchief of the magazine Nautilus. He has been
working as a writer of novels, games and
screenplays since 2001. He has received numerous
prizes, amongst others, the Segeberger Feder. He
lives and works in Hamburg. Find out more under:
www.thomas-finn.de

CRIME / THRILLER
Andreas Franz / Daniel Holbe

The Whisperer
•
•

Julia Durant’s most personal case takes her to
the edge
All Franz/Holbe books are right at the top of the
best-seller charts
August 2020, 416 pages

A new case for Inspector Julia Durant - and her most personal case yet!

Inspector Julia Durant from Frankfurt is called to
Munich. The reason: her ex-husband has been
murdered. His final wish: Julia should attend his
funeral. Julia only reluctantly leaves her team, who
are struggling with the case of a murdered woman.
Before Julia returns, another crime is
committed...in Julia’s circle of acquaintances.
When shortly after, a former colleague is
murdered, Julia becomes suspicious. In truth, are
all these crimes about her? Never has Julia Durant
been so emotionally involved in solving a case breathtakingly tense right to the end.
Andreas Franz was Germany’s first crime novelist
and today he is still among the most successful
crime writers. Daniel Holbe is continuing his legacy
wonderfully and just as successfully
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The authors:
Andreas Franz was the most successful German
mystery author. His books have all become
bestsellers! The author died unexpectedly in
March 2011.
Daniel Holbe, who lives near Frankfurt, always
enjoyed mysteries set in that area and was
therefore a big Andreas Franz fan. When he
offered his own mystery novel to Droemer Knaur,
he was pleasantly surprised by the suggestion that
he also finish Andreas Franz book “Todesmelodie”
– which then became a bestseller. Besides his own
crime novels, he is now continuing the Julia Durant
series.

CRIME / THRILLER
Harald Gilbers

Winter of Starvation
•
•

Part 5 of the award-winning historical crime
series (Friedrich Glauser Preis, Prix Historia)
For readers of crime fiction with a contemporary
history background and fans of the ‘Babylon
Berlin’ series
May 2020, 448 pages

On the “ratline” to Argentina. Inspector Oppenheimer discovers a Nazi trafficking
ring

In 1947, Inspector Oppenheimer of the Berlin
police force is called to the scene of a crime, where
there does not appear to be much to investigate.
The body is that of an intruder who was surprised
by the homeowner. However, Oppenheimer has
doubts about how the events unfolded and these
doubts are soon confirmed. When shortly after his
colleague Billhardt vanishes without a trace,
Oppenheimer realises the extent of the maze of
betrayal and deceit he has got himself into. And
the conspiracy stretches to the ranks of the
criminal investigation department.

The author:
Harald Gilbers, born 1970, studied English and
History in Augsburg and Munich. He was a
television editor before becoming a director for
the theater. "Germania", his first novel, has been
awarded the Glauser Prize for the best crime
debut and in 2016, the French Prix Historia for
“Odins Söhne” (Odin’s Sons).
Odin’s Söhne has also been shortlisted for the
Festival Polar Cognac Prize for the best
international novel in 2016.

“‘Germania’ and ‘Odins Söhne’ (Odin’s sons) are
masterpieces in crime fiction.” Wiener Zeitung
Separate Rights Guide on the Oppenheimer series
available.
English translation of „Germania“ available.

Rights sold:
Italy: Emons
Previous volumes of the series have been sold to:
Czech Rep.: Garamond; France: Kero; Greece:
Metaixmio; Italy: Emons; Japan: Shueisha; Poland:
PWN; USA: St. Martin‘s Press/Thomas Dunne
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CRIME / THRILLER
Marc Hofmann

The Maths Teacher And Death
•
•

First case for the charmingly oddball high school
teacher and Poirot fan Gregor Horvath
Great fun for everybody who went to school (or
works in one)
May 2020, 304 pages

Dead teachers don’t give bad marks - the new teacher crime series with little blood
and great humour!

One morning, teacher Gregor Horvath almost falls
over the body of a colleague in the schoolyard.
Maths teacher Michael Menzel has clearly fallen
out of a window. The over-worked police force
soon file the case as suicide but Horvath, a great
Hercule Poirot fan, gets a whiff that something is
amiss. Together with a few pupils from his German
class, Horvath starts investigating; there is at least
a multitude of suspects: teachers, pupils, parents...
It is just the real culprit that Horvath would rather
not get close to.
As a grammar school teacher for German and
English, Marc Hofmann knows what he is writing
about
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The author:
Marc Hofmann, born in 1972, is a grammar school
teacher for German and English in Freiburg. On top
of his part-time job, he has already published two
novels and performs regularly with his band “Die
Ständige Vertretung” and his cabaret show “Der
Klassenfeind”, which is about school. “The Maths
Teacher and Death” is the start of a new teacher
crime series.

CRIME / THRILLER
Jan Jacobs

The Body In The Canal
•

The legendary Elfstedentocht over 200
kilometres of frozen ice costs lives

Agugust 2020, 352 pages

Deadly speed skating race in Holland: case no. 2 for Griet Gerritsen.

In Holland winter has set in, harsher than it has
been for decades. Can the Elfstedentocht, the
legendary natural ice race over 200 kilometres of
frozen canal, be held again this year after a hiatus
since 1997? Even while the planning committee
argues whether the ice layer is really safe, a dead
reporter is found in a canal. It turns out she has
been poisoned. The investigation leads Mevrouw
Commissaris Griet Gerritsen to a group of suspects
who took part in the Elfstedentocht (eleven town
race) in 1997. What was it that happened back
then that may not under any circumstances come
to light?
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The author:
Jan Jacobs (*1975) grew up and studied in the
Netherlands. He worked as a journalist and as a
publishing editor for crime novels and thrillers
before he became a freelance author. In his private
life he is surrounded by law enforcers; his sister-inlaw and his neighbour are in the police. For family
holidays, he almost always goes to the beaches or
the islands of his second home, Holland. He likes
spending his free time on the Ijsselmeer.

CRIME / THRILLER
Pierre Martin

Mme le Commissaire And The
Woman Without Her Memory
•
•

The 7th case for “Madame le Commissaire” in idyllic
Fragolin in Provence.
Volume 6 of the series holding the no. 1 spot in the
best-seller chart
June 2020, 320 pages

Chapeau, Madame le Commissaire: No. 1 spot on the SPIEGEL best-seller chart,
almost one million copies sold - time for case 7!

In tranquil Fragolin in Provence, life is slowly
returning to normal after the murder of Mayor
Thierry. For “Madame le Commissaire” Isabelle
Bonnet there is nothing to do, so she takes her
morning run through the lavender fields, goes
bathing in the azure blue sea or meets with
Clodine for a café au lait. But then a confused
young woman runs in front of the car of her loyal
assistant. The woman has a head injury and can’t
remember anything, not even her name. A
supposedly harmless case - which will take a
dramatic turn.
“What makes a good author? Correct, he can’t
simply write but must also describe something in a
fascinating manner. [...] And that is precisely what
Pierre Martin does from the very first page.” SR3
Sommerkrimis on “Madame le Commissaire und
der verschwundene Engländer” (Madame le
Commissaire and the missing Englishman)
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The author:
Behind the pseudonym Pierre Martin hides an
author who has made a name for himself with
novels set in France and Italy. He has acquired a
new identity for his protagonist Madame le
Commissaire.

CRIME / THRILLER
Alexander Oetker

Zara and Zoë - Deadly Twins
•
•
•

A terror attack in the holiday paradise becomes the second case
for the unalike twins
Alexander Oetker is a Top 10 SPIEGEL best-selling author with an
excellent knowledge of terrorism and security policy
Total sales of Alexander Oetker’s work: more than 150,000
copies
April 2020, 336 pages

Terror in the Basque Country: the second women-power thriller by SPIEGEL bestselling author Alexander Oetker

A terror attack shakes San Sebastián. The target:
the summer academy with 2,000 young women
from around the world in attendance. 500 are
dead and more than 1,000 are injured - this
catastrophe is the dreadful premonition of Europol
profiler Zara von Hardenberg. But to get at those
behind it, she must break all the rules and that is
the one thing that she, as a highly talented police
woman, cannot do. On the other hand, her twin
sister Zoë knows no rules and does not feel bound
to any laws. And so they must again swap places in
order to solve a case that will take them far back
into their own family history.

19

The author:
Alexander Oetker was born in Berlin in 1982. He is
a TV journalist and author. For four years, he was
head of the Paris correspondent office for the TV
stations RTL and n-tv. He has a deep knowledge of
French politics and society and in recent years has
reported from France on all the terror attacks.
Since 2012, he has been the Berlin-based political
correspondent for RTL. Alexander Oetker lives in
Berlin and spends a large part of the year in
France.

CRIME / THRILLER
Sonja Rüther

The Bodyguard
•
•

The kidnapping of his charge and a bodyguard
under suspicion: romantic suspense!
For readers of Karen Rose and Lisa Jackson

May 2020, 352 pages

An old guilt, a murderous plan for revenge and forbidden feelings
As the daughter of mega rich business tycoon
Peter van Holland, young Lynn has a carefree life.
She only knows her father as a loving family man;
she suspects nothing of the deadly guilt that van
Holland brought upon himself 20 years ago. But
then she is kidnapped from her car in the centre of
Hamburg and Peter van Holland receives an
unmistakable message that the past has caught up
with him. Only Mike, Lynn’s new bodyguard, can
prevent the daughter from paying for her father’s
sins - if his feelings for Lynn don’t get in the way...
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The author:
Sonja Rüther, born in 1975 in Hamburg, likes to
write tension and speculative fiction best, and
publishes anthologies at her small press,
Briefgestöber. In 2011 she opened IdeenreichKreativhof in Reindorf, where together with other
authors she regularly gives workshops and courses
for creative writing. Sonja Rüther lives with her
family close to Hamburg.

CRIME / THRILLER
Angelika Svensson

Coastal Revenge
•

Atmospheric crime tension on the Baltic coast:
case no. 6 for Lisa Sanders

April 2020, 336 pages

Top class tension, local colour and a very likeable team of investigators

A double murder in a Kiel nature reserve does not
only alarm the local Kiel police but also the
regional police: the victims were members of the
notorious Zaidan Clan from Lübeck, which has
been connected to human trafficking and clearly
wants to expand to Kiel. The case of a territory
war? Lisa Sanders’ old associate Mark Holtkamp
offers to temporarily work for the regional police.
Since her disliked colleague Katrin Wagner recently
took on management of the Kiel murder squad,
Lisa is only too happy to accept his offer - even
against the express wish of the senior public
prosecutor Thomas von Fehrbach.
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The author:
Angelika Svensson was born in 1954 in Hamburg
and still lives in Northern Germany today. She has
been working for various departments of the
Norddeutsche Rundfunk in Hamburg since 1972,
also for the entertainment/T.V. play department,
where she participated in the production of many
shows and crime stories on the production side.

CRIME / THRILLER
Ben Tomasson

Forsberg and the Disappeard
Girl
•

•

An inspector who cannot lie: The start of a Swedish
crime series with a great likeability factor
For readers of Viveca Sten, Camilla Läckberg or
Voosen/Danielsson
June 2020, 352 pages

The darkness of humans in Gothenburg’s beautiful archipelago
On the island of Kalvsund in the Gothenburg
archipelago little Lisbet has gone missing - exactly
one day after sex offender Carlo Kroon did not
return from his day release. A simple case?
Inspector Frederik Forsberg has doubts: his good
intuition about people tells him to keep an eye on
the girl’s father. And what about Kroon’s former
cellmate Rune Dahlberg? And the search of
Dahlberg’s home actually brings forth Kroon’s
jacket and Lisbet’s pullover. But before Forsberg
can interview the man again, Dahlberg is
murdered...
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The author:
Ben Tomasson, born in 1969 in Bremerhaven, is a
German philologist and educator with a doctorate
in psychology. His passion is stories that are
written by life, the multilayer inner world of
humans and the rugged landscape between the
North Sea and the Baltic Sea. Tomasson lives and
works in Kiel, right next to the ferry upon which
you wake up in the morning in the middle of the
unique Gothenburg archipelago after a relaxed
night’s sleep at sea.
Ben Tomasson is the author of the Sylt crime series
about Kari Blom, and is Daniel Holbe’s co-author

HISTORICAL FICTION
Annette Dutton

Bertha Benz or The Speed of
Dreams
•

The story of a strong woman well ahead of her
time and of a love against the odds
August 2020, 400 pages

Bertha Benz – a woman sets the world in motion
In 1888, Bertha Benz was the first person to
undertake a long distance journey from Mannheim
to Pforzheim thus establishing the success of one
of the most important German inventions - the car
“Unfortunately, just another girl,” Bertha Ringer’s
father notes on the birth of his third daughter, the
woman who would later be the driving force
behind the invention of the automobile. At the age
of 23, Bertha marries poor engineer Carl Benz
against the wishes of her parents. From the very
beginning, she is fascinated by his vision of a
horseless carriage. However, Carl is unable to
gather the necessary capital and for years the
family lives in harsh poverty. And in 1886 when the
engineer finally presents his automobile to the
world, he is met with nothing but doubt and
indifference. Carl is just about to give up when
Bertha puts herself in the driving seat and with a
daring plan proves the potential of his invention.
Delia winner and SPIEGEL bestselling author
Annette Dutton – total sales: 140,000 copies
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The author:
Annette Dutton, born in 1965 in Germany, studied
humanities in Mainz. She has been working as a
television producer and author ever since, most
recently for an Australian-special of the scientific
series ‘Galileo’, as well as for the two-part Australia
report ‘Der Zug der Träume’. Her novels have been
glowingly received by press and readership, with
‘Die verbotene Geschichte’, appearing on the
SPIEGEL bestseller list. Annette Dutton lives in
Australia with her husband John and her son
Oscar.

HISTORICAL FICTION
Iny Lorentz

Charm Of The Exotic
•
•
•

Total sales of Iny Lorentz’s work: over 14 million copies
Iny Lorentz is the no. 1 German-speaking author of
historical fiction
Trending topic of the 19th Century: modern German
history and the dramatic fate of one woman
March 2020, 608 pages

The dramatic finale of the best-selling saga about a family of manufacturers in
Berlin

Berlin 1897-1900: Theo von Hartung has taken on
the management of the cloth factory from his
father but orders are being cancelled more
frequently or prices are being pushed down for
flimsy reasons. Furthermore, Theo’s niece Viki von
Gentzsch has fallen into bad company and now her
reputation has been badly damaged. Only when
the von Hartung and von Gentzsch family are
almost ruined, do they realise who is pulling the
strings behind the scenes. With Viki’s help they are
ultimately able to prevent the worst. But the price
which the young woman must pay could not be
higher...
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The author:
Two authors from Munich are behind the
pseudonym Iny Lorentz, whose first historical novel
‘Die Kastratin’ delighted readers straightaway. With
‘Die Wanderhure’ they had their breakthrough; the
novel attained more than a million readers. Since
then, bestseller has followed bestseller. Iny
Lorentz’s novels have been sold in numerous
countries. The film adaptations of their
‘Wanderhure’- novels and more recently the
‘Pilgerin’ have delighted millions of television
viewers. In the spring of 2014, Iny Lorentz was
awarded the ‘Ehrenhomerpreis’ for their special
merits in the sector historical novel. The stage
version of the ‘Wanderhure’ enthralled thousands
of visitors at the open-air festival in Bad Hersfeld in
the summer of 2014. Visit the authors’ hompage:
www.inys-und-elmars-romane.de

HISTORICAL FICTION
Noah Martin
Raphael -The Smile Of The Madonna
•
•

•

The great historical novel about one of the most
important artists of the Renaissance: Raphael
The Renaissance fascinates the public: Series such as
“Borgia” and “Die Herren von Florenz” are successes on
Netflix
500th anniversary of the death of Raphael on 6th April
2020

March 2020, 640 pages

Raphael: genius, outcast, lover
At the young age of twenty, Raphael Sanzio is
considered the new star of the Renaissance. In
Rome, the centre of the world, he paints for
cardinals, kings and the pope. He becomes the
architect of St Peter’s Basilica and gets increasingly
caught up in the power struggles of one of the
most bloody, exciting and fascinating epochs of
European history. Raphael is engaged to the
daughter of a powerful man but he never marries
her. His most personal and scandalous picture
shows another woman - naked. Her name is
Margherita Luti.
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The author:
Noah Martin studied art history in Berlin and since
then has been fascinated by the Renaissance
period and its art. On numerous travels to the key
locations of Italian history, the idea for a novel
about the painter Raphael was born.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Susanne Fröhlich

Withdrawn From Service
•
•
•

More than 30 best-sellers
Total sales: over 3 million copies
Susanne Fröhlich’s novels are cult!

February 2020, 336 pages

Like real life, but with a happy ending
As ever, Susanne Fröhlich writes from life: What
does a woman do when after 20 years of marriage,
her husband leaves her? In her late forties, one
adolescent child and a part-time job, but no plan
B? Instead of nice little chats, the neighbourhood
wives suddenly give her disapproving looks
because her single status means she is a potential
Venus Flytrap for well-behaved husbands. Only one
thing helps: chin up, back straight - and learn to
walk again. Fortunately, the species of “a really nice
man” is not yet extinct, even for women in their
late forties.
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The author:
Susanne Fröhlich is one of the best-known authors
in Germany. The writer, journalist and presenter
works for Hessischer Rundfunk among other
places. Since 2005, she has presented the MDR
literature programme “Fröhlich lesen” (Fröhlich
reads). Both her non-fiction titles like “Fröhlich
fasten” (Fröhlich Fasts) and her novels, most
recently, “Verzogen” (Address Unknown), have all
become best-sellers including “Moppel-Ich”
(Pudgy Me) with over 1 million copies sold.
Susanne Fröhlich lives close to Frankfurt am Main.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Anna Herzblum
Love Lives On The Second Floor Left
•
•
•

A cheerful and romantic Berlin novel about life and how
it often does not go to plan
Anna Herzblum is Nelly Berlin: over 160,000 e-books
sold
The first print book by the no. 1 best-selling selfpublished author

June 2020, 336 pages

Summer in the city: an enchantingly fleeting love story
Lucy was just about to move in with Robert but
now she suddenly has no boyfriend, no flat and no
plans for the future. The only thing left is Robert’s
huge and super ugly sofa. Fortunately, Lucy’s best
friends are around to help her and the pink
monstrosity move into a new flat. In the new flat,
the sofa only fits diagonally across the living room
but on the upside there is a neighbour, whose
requests Lucy simply cannot refuse... And because
life rarely goes as planned, Lucy experiences a
Berlin summer that is just as turbulent as it is
wonderful.
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The author:
Anna Herzblum loves chocolate, tea and her
hometown of choice, Berlin. Before she began
writing funny, charming and rousing novels and
winning over her public, she studied medicine and
travelled around the world. Now she works as a
doctor and writes heart-warming novels, which
bring together everything that makes up life: love,
pain and the undying hope for a happy ending.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Elisabeth Kabatek

Chaos in Cornwall
•
•
•

Cornwall flair, much humour and a touch of romance
For readers of Anne Sanders, Liz Fenwick or Alexandra
Zöbeli
Total sales of Elisabeth Kabatek’s work: 500,000 copies
April 2020, 352 pages

Love begins at 50!
Margarete is over 50 but she is not desperate
enough to be able to stand more than three days
with her internet acquaintance Roland. Without
further ado she steals his car so that she can
continue their trip to Cornwall without Roland’s
snoring. In the stunningly situated village of Port
Piran, Margarete not only finds a friend, who has a
wild past as a punk, and a load of weird fellas but
she also falls in love with a younger man who
thinks that women are like a good wine: the older,
the better. But then Roland suddenly appears and
wants more than just his car back.
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The author:
Elisabeth Kabatek grew up near Stuttgart. She
studied English, Spanish and Political Sciences in
Heidelberg and Spain and is a translator. She has
been living in Stuttgart since 1997. Her novels
‘Laugenweckle zum Frühstück’, ‘Brezeltango’,
‘Spätzleblues’ and ‘Ein Häusle in Cornwall’ were all
an instant success.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Anette Landgraf

Happiness Like Glass
•
•

Dramatic, romantic and also very tense: a novel
from the world of opera stars
For readers of Marie Force and Nora Roberts

July 2020, 464 pages

Between drama and glamour: the very emotional destiny of one woman set in the
world of opera

In the relaxed atmosphere of a cruise, Michaela is
planning to bring order to her failing marriage with
opera star Peer. But she left out of the equation
Peer’s agent, Rainer Pahnke, with whom she
always argues when going through the invoices.
Pahnke has secretly agreed to two performances
on the ship and is also on board with them. And he
has another surprise: the extremely attractive
soprano, Antonella Sebaldi, shall also perform with
Peer. When Michaela coincidentally discovers that
she is pregnant she makes Peer face an impossible
choice.
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The author:
Annette Landgraf lives with her husband close to
Munich and concocts her stories there. Her
hobbies are non-fiction books and novels about
China, picture books from the first decade of
photography and travelling to interesting places.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Marie Matisek

The Butterfly Garden

April 2020, 304 pages

A woman with a past, an enchanted garden in Italy and a whole load of butterflies

She is the epitome of passion, a true volcano of
feelings but also a woman with a dark past. Lucia
guards Contessa Farnese, her palazzo and
legendary garden like a guard dog and lets nobody
in, and also not into her wounded heart. He is
reserved, a little unworldly and tends to be
pragmatic in matters of the heart. Butterflies are
the only thing that can stir the blood of biologist
Martin... When a research assignment takes him to
Capri, he comes across the Contessa’s mysterious
garden, which is maintained by the enchanting but
very unapproachable Italian woman. However,
Lucia also has a heart and soon Martin starts to
feel the butterflies in his stomach...
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The author:
Marie Matisek runs a chaotic household with her
husband, children and animals in the idyllic
surroundings of Munich. Alongside being a mother
and an author, she enjoys her hobbies: cooking,
ploughing her fields and helping frogs across the
road. Her coastal novels were bestsellers; with her
new novel, Marie Matisek takes her readers to
delightful Provence.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Katja Maybach

The Fashion Designer
•
•

•

For everyone interested in haute couture and fashion
history
Katja Maybach herself worked for a long time as a
fashion designer and a lot of personal experience has
flowed into the novel
Total sales of Katja Maybach: 250,000 copies

July 2020, 352 pages

Dolce vita, glamorous clothes and fashion espionage! Welcome to Rome in the
sixties.

Famous fashion designer Simonetta de Rosa and
her team are working to the point of exhaustion on
the new collection that is to be presented in the
autumn of 1961 at a glamorous show. But once
there, she receives two messages that question
everything that she has built up: her sister, with
whom she has had no contact for years, appears to
be having an affair with the man that Simonetta
loves. And an American fashion house has got hold
of two of her strictly secret designs. Who from her
team, which she considers to be family, has
betrayed her like this? And to whom does her
heart really belong?
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The author:
Katja Maybach wrote her first novel and several
short stories at the age of twelve. But she has
always had a second passion for fashion. And so
she won the designer prize of a big German
women’s magazine for the design of an evening
dress at the age of fifteen. She went to Paris at
seventeen and first became a model in a Couture
house, later a successful designer. Following a
serious illness, she began writing successful novels.
Her debut novel “Eine Nacht im November” was a
great success and became a bestseller in France.
The author now lives in Munich and has two
grown-up children.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Corinna Vossius

My Husband’s Widows
•

Cheery comedy about three women of different
ages and a road trip to Amrum

September 2020, 304 pages

A death, a plan for revenge and a new start in life
At the funeral of mathematics professor Georg von
Bergh, they meet for the very first time: Georg’s
widow Almut, his doctoral student Anne and his
lover of many years Christine. Although at first, the
women look at each other jealously, they slowly
discover that the professor cheated on all three of
them in some way or another. Revenge must be
had! On a whim, the three women steal Georg’s
urn from the graveyard in order to scatter his ashes
precisely where he never wanted to go again: on
Amrum. A road trip that is as enjoyable as it is
liberating takes it course.
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The author:
Corinna Vossius, born in 1963 in Darmstadt, has
lived in Norway with her family since 1999. She is
currently working as a doctor in a prison and in a
care home for people with addiction.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Nicole Walter

A Look In Your Eyes
•
•

A moving novel about a woman who frees herself from
her inertia - with the help of some alpacas
Nicole Walter is one of the most successful scriptwriters
in Germany with a sixth sense for trends
July 2020, 352 pages

A new place in life, a tender love - and a whole lot of alpacas
Maria Popp has never actually been truly happy in
her life, which consists of have-tos and the day-today. When she has to decide on the credit
worthiness of an charity farm project, Maria
immediately realises that she can’t grant them the
money. Although the colourfully thrown together
group of inhabitants are creative and lovable, the
farm’s income is virtually nothing. Even the hugs
from Bobby, who has Down’s syndrome, don’t
help. Or do they? The solidarity on the farm wakes
something in Maria that she believed had been lost
- and ultimately gives her the idea to save the
farm, in which alpacas play a not insignificant
role. Ich habe diese genau übersetzt. Bin nicht
100% ob es in Englisch so gut verstanded wird. Ich
schalge vor. Z.B. charity farm project.
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The author:
Nicole Walter studied languages in Munich and
then worked as a copywriter and freelance
journalist. Since 1994, she has been writing very
successful screenplays for television- series and
films and is now considered one of the most
successful and sought-after scriptwriters in
Germany.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Nicole Winter

The Dune Villa
•
•

The magic of the US East Coast in the 19th Century: a
young woman finds her vocation - and love
The opulent emigrant saga on Martha’s Vineyard, the
“Sylt of the US East Coast”
May 2020, 448 pages

Where dreams get a new chance
Because the gentle dunes remind him of his native
Baltic Coast, German doctor Friedrich Böhm
chooses Martha’s Vineyard as the location of his
sanatorium in 1884. This is where he wants to
build a new future with his family. However, his son
Thomas is much more interested in the emerging
specialism of psychology. And Böhm’s daughter
Sophia sees no life prospects as a result of her
crippled leg, that is until she helps out in the
sanatorium and discovers how fascinating
medicine is. Sophia’s courage is sorely tested again
when she falls in love with natural scientist Scott
whose heart belongs to the bygone Wild West.
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The author:
Nicole Winter is the pseudonym of a writer from
Hamburg who emigrated to Canada. She lives as a
literary translator in the wilderness surrounding
the source lakes of the Yukon River.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Steffi von Wolff

It Will Calm Down
•
•

Hilarious novel on women’s friendship by bestselling author Steffi von Wolff
Total sales of Steffi von Wolff’s work: more than
1 million copies
April 2020, 304 pages

“If you have not read Steffi von Wolff, you have certainly missed something.” WAZ

44-year-old Betty is torn between her childhood
sweetheart and her (too) perfectly functioning
family life, Susanna’s husband turns out to be an
a!@#hole and for a while now, Carolin has not
been able to stop indiscriminately buying things.
All three of them need a break. So they go on a
sailing trip from Hamburg to Brittany, during which
the three friends have a lot of ideas about taking
control of their lives - and a lot of fun, even if there
are some arguments.
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The author:
Best-selling author Steffi von Wolff has recognised
the advantages of getting older: being less at odds
with yourself, not doing something because it is
the “proper” thing to do and not going without
something because it has calories in it. Instead,
you are liberated to laugh about the things that
you cannot change anyway. And she had to do just
that, when she was given a sample pack of
incontinence pads at the chemist’s.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Christine Ziegler

Anger Makes You Cunning
•

•

“Hey, I’m having an affair,” - the nail in the coffin of
many a marriage but for the protagonist of this novel it
is the start of a new life
Charming, feel-good reading with humour, heart and a
lemony sweet pinch of wisdom
May 2020, 352 pages

Life begins after marriage
“I’m having an affair,” admits the man, to whom
twenty years earlier I had pledged my troth
wearing a wedding dress that his mother had
picked out for me. After this revelation, he
laboriously pats down his pillow, closes his eyes
and allows himself a moment of deep relaxation
before the week starts. And now? At my age, says
my best friend, I have no other alternative than to
stay with Paul as a housewife without a job or even
a degree and live from one white wash to the next
colour wash. At 46 am I not in my prime or am I
already only fit for the knacker’s yard? Whatever.
Not everything on my bucket list has been ticked
off! I take it on, point by point.
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The author:
Christine Ziegler was born in 1971 in GarmischPartenkirchen. She studied conservation sciences
and then worked in various museums and in adult
education. However, she is happiest when she is
out and about where she listens to people, things,
animals, art and junk. Everything and everyong has
a story. This inspires her novels.

DESTINY / FAMILY SECRETS
Claudia & Nadja Beinert

The Infirmary: Physician Out Of
Passion
•

The history of medicine and women’s rights told
opulently and thrillingly with much knowledge

May 2020, 560 pages

Two generations - one dream: to become a physician
Würzburg in the 19th Century: Banker’s daughter
Viviana Winkelmann dreams of becoming a
physician, even though women have not been
allowed to study since 1800. When young Viviana
falls in love with a man below her station and falls
pregnant, her family throw her out of their home.
In order to keep her and her daughter Ella above
water, the once elegant Viviana takes work as an
assistant in the apothecary of the renowned Julius
Infirmary in Würzburg. But is that really all she, as a
woman, can achieve with her life? She listens in to
the lectures by famous physicians at the infirmary
and meets Professor Virchow, who is on the verge
of discovering a world breakthrough. She has but
one wish: to become a physician.
“Magical, psychologically excellently structured and
very much worth a read!” Karfunkel on “Die Mutter
des Satans” (The Mother Of Satan).
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The authors:
Dr Claudia Beinert, born in 1978, was born and
raised in Strassfurt just like her twin sister Nadja.
Claudia studies International Management in
Magdeburg, worked as a consultant for several
years and had a professorship for financial
management. She lives and writes in Erfurt and
Würzburg.
Nadja Beinert also studied International
Management and has worked in the film industry
for many years. The younger of the twin sisters
lives in Erfurt.

DESTINY / FAMILY SECRETS
Claudia & Nadja Beinert

The Infirmary: Doctor In Stormy
Times
•

A novel about the period when women fought
for their right to study medicine

August 2020, 496 pages

Two generations - one dream: to become a physician
Just like her grandmother Viviana Winkelmann,
Henrike fights for women’s rights: to a selfdetermined life and to be allowed to study
medicine. Her desire to heal people is so strong
that she secretly works as a reserve attendant at
the Julius Infirmary lunatic asylum, which these
days has been turned upside down by Professor
Röntgen’s discovery of “magic beams”. Her dream
is to sooth the suffering of the mentally ill as a
psychiatrist and to study under the renowned
Professor Rieger at the infirmary. But when Henrike
falls in love with a French student of medicine, her
secrets come to light. Shortly after, there is a
tuberculosis epidemic in Würzburg and suddenly it
is a matter of life and death for Henrike. Her dream
of studying medicine and of women being allowed
to study moves further away.
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The authors:
Dr Claudia Beinert, born in 1978, was born and
raised in Strassfurt just like her twin sister Nadja.
Claudia studies International Management in
Magdeburg, worked as a consultant for several
years and had a professorship for financial
management. She lives and writes in Erfurt and
Würzburg.
Nadja Beinert also studied International
Management and has worked in the film industry
for many years. The younger of the twin sisters
lives in Erfurt.

DESTINY / FAMILY SECRETS
Hanna Caspian

Greifenau Manor - Storm Of
Gold
•

•

With her new trilogy, Hanna Caspian takes us
into the first German Republic - through the
highs and lows of the chaotic golden twenties
The German “Downton Abbey”
April 2020, 544 pages

More than 200,000 copies sold - the saga of Greifenau Manor continues

Konstantin and Rebecca are struggling with the
consequences that mismanagement and the war
have left behind on their Pomeranian estate. But
personal blows knock them harder than the
nascent hyperinflation. The fate of Greifenau has
not yet been sealed, not so long as Konstantin has
no heir. In contrast, former countess Katharina can
afford anything she wants. But her dream of
studying medicine remains unfulfilled. And even
below stairs, many are still waiting for their
personal happiness...
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The author:
Hanna Caspian is the pseudonym of a successful
German author. With her sensitive and
suspenseful family sagas, she shines a light on
almost forgotten chapters of German history.
Hanna Caspian studied literature, languages and
politics in Aachen, after which she worked for
several years in the PR and marketing sector.
Today, she is a freelance author and when she is
not globetrotting, she lives with her husband in
Cologne.

ROMANCE
Tami Fischer

Hiding Hurricanes
•

Part 3 of the dramatic young romance series

July 2020, 400 pages

Triple heart palpitations: Welcome back to Fletcher University
By day, Lenny James studies at the Fletcher
University and by night, she is “Daisy” the dancer,
the star of a nightclub. So that her double life
remains a secret, Lenny keeps everyone at arm’s
length, in particular Creed Parker, with whom
despite her best intentions she has fallen in love.
Unfortunately, Creed falls in love with “Daisy” of all
people and tries everything to find out more about
her. While Creed unknowingly gets increasingly
close to Lenny in disguise, a catastrophe is looming
that could destroy Lenny’s life.
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The author:
Tami Fischer is in her early twenties, is a trained
bookseller and book blogger on YouTube and
Instagram (@tamifischerr). She has a weakness for
ukuleles as well as romantic and fantasy literature.
Her favourite thing is writing by candlelight with a
large cup of tea next to her or filling up a notebook
with new ideas. The author lives and works close
to Frankfurt am Main.

ROMANCE
Lilly Lucas

New Dreams
•
•

In love with a budding astronaut
Part 3 of the emotional young romance series
The sequel to the SPIEGEL best-seller, “New
Promises”
May 2020, 336 pages

Two people, who are reaching for the stars...
After a horrible fight with her mother, 22-year-old
Elara flees to her grandmother in Green Valley. In
the idyllic small town in the Rocky Mountains, Elara
wants to think over her future and she starts work
at the local petrol station. That is where she meets
Noah, who helps out in the adjacent garage and
dreams of travelling to the stars as an astronaut.
Something that could be more than just friendship
develops between them but then Elara discovers
that his ex-girlfriend is in a coma after a serious car
accident. Does her love have a chance against
Noah’s feelings of guilt?
“I love this wonderful novel. Pure enjoyment!”
Zauberhafte Bücherwelten about “New
Beginnings”
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The author:
Lilly Lucas was born in 1987 in Ansbach and
studied German studies in Bamberg. Today, she
lives with her husband and an endless amount of
books in Würzburg. When she is not writing novels
about love and life, she likes to watch the world,
stick her nose in a book or give in to her addiction
to films and series on the couch at home.

ROMANCE
Katharina Mittmann

Campus Love – Lauren & Cole
•

Part 2 of the sensitive and sizzling “college love”
series set at an American elite university

April 2020, 352 pages

Between freedom and once-in-a-lifetime love: Lauren and Cole melt hearts!

Lauren’s dream comes true when she is accepted
to study at Brown University. Finally, she is free
from her family circumstances and is only
responsible for herself. When she meets handsome
Cole at a party, the sparks fly immediately. The next
day, it becomes apparent that Cole also works at
the bar where Lauren would like to start as a
waitress. However, instead of being glad to see her
again, Cole is suddenly dismissive and cold. Can
Lauren break through Cole’s defences – and also
overcome her own fears?
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The author:
Katharina Mittmann was born in 1989 in Munich,
where she still lives today. She would like to claim
that she has been writing since she could hold a
pen but that would be a lie. In fact, she only
caught writing fever after the end of the Harry
Potter books. Since then not a day has gone by in
which she is not hammering at the keyboard and
dreaming herself away into fictional worlds. Apart
from breaking the hearts of her protagonists, her
biggest passion is horses.

ROMANCE
Stella Tack

Beat it Up
•
•
•

Humorous young romance with a festival setting
about a young pianist and an up-and-coming DJ
By the author of the SPIEGEL best-seller “Kiss
Me Once”
For all fans of rock star romances
August 2020, 400 pages

The pianist and the DJ: thrilling romance, hot beats and daring dialogue

Due to her absolute pitch, Summer Price is known
as a piano prodigy and is just about to be accepted
in the New York Orchestra. Nobody would suspect
that she secretly writes the melodies for songs of
Xander, her twin brother, a DJ surrounded by
scandal. Rather unwillingly she accompanies him to
the Beat It Up festival. But it is not just the noise
and hubbub that bother her: Gabriel, Xander’s
most fierce competitor, well and truly unsettles her
with his charm and brazenness. Against all
probability, the pair of them get close but can
Summer really trust Gabriel?
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The author:
Stella Tack was born in Münster in 1995 and grew
up in Bad Gastein, Austria. After leaving school and
a semester abroad in Florida she trained as a
therapist. Her passion for vampires, dragons, sexy
demons and bad boys have been the source of
many novels. Stella Tack lives with her husband
and daughter in Munich.

FANTASY
Katharina von Haderer

The Ruler of the Forest
•

The conclusion of the Black Alchemy series:
visually stunning dark fantasy in a colourful
world reminiscent of the Middle Ages

June 2020, 400 pages

A monster in the forests. The dead are on the march. The finale of the gripping
dark fantasy trilogy!

The Svonnheim forests hide a monster that fills the
locals with fear. Alchemist Mirage and Sargent Zejn
are sure that this creature is the cursed child that
Mirage did not want to kill. At birth, the child was
blessed by the Goddess of Death and now, it is a
feared myling, a being that attracts ghosts.
Together, Mirage and Zejn hunt the Ruler of the
Forests and the lost sword of the Goddess of Death
while trying to shake off beings that came back
from the dead, old enemies and their past.
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The author:
Katharina V. Haderer was born in 1988 and has
been writing fantasy novels since childhood. After
studying German studies, she published her first
books as an independent author and with
Drachenmond Verlag. Alongside inventing fantasy
worlds, she is an active girl scout and loves stories
that stray off the beaten path. She lives with her
two cats in Lower Austria.

FANTASY
Boris Koch

Throne of Thorns
•
•

One of the most popular stories of all time
artfully retold
For fans of bleak fairy tales and dark fantasy
stories
April 2020, 448 pages

In order to topple a tyrant, they follow an old fairytale
The Kingdom of Lathia, once part of a powerful
empire, is being ravaged by drought and King
Tiban, a dreadful tyrant. The people are starving,
bands of robbers rove the country, children are
being abandoned and rebellion is in the air.
Ukalion, the illegitimate child of the king, wants to
topple his hated father and heads to the former
imperial city of Ycena. It was once splendid and full
of life, but now it stands in ruins contaminated by
old witchcraft and the nightmarish palace, in which
the Emperor's daughter is said to still sleep.
According to the legend, her saviour will unite the
thirteen kingdoms and become the Emperor. Even
Tyra, the former scent seeker, has started a
journey. She is hunting the mysterious man who
has kidnapped her son and to all intents and
purposes is a sorcerer, or even worse. What does
he plan to do with the small boy? And Tyra’s child
is not the only one that he has in his clutches...
Total sales of Boris Koch’s work (i.a. the
“Drachenflüsterer Saga” [Dragon Whisperer Saga]):
over 200,000 copies
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The author:
Boris Koch, born in 1973, gave up studying history
and literature in favour of writing. He is the author
of numerous books, including the Dragon
Whisperer Saga, a comedy writer and a co-founder
of the reading stage “Das StirnhirnhinterZimmer”
in Berlin. Today, he lives with the author Kathleen
Weise and their daughter in Leipzig. He has
received many awards and his work has been
translated into several languages.
www.boriskoch.de

FANTASY
Madeleine Puljic

Second Home - The Journey Of The
Celeste
•
•

Already known in science fiction: as a “Perry Rhodan”
author, Madeleine Puljic has delighted many readers
Classic science fiction for those new to the genre
Current trending topic about inhabiting Mars
March 2020, 304 pages

What if we are not alone in the universe?
When the Celeste leaves for Mars with the first
colonists, the alien E’Kturi people decide that it is
no longer enough to observe from a distance. In
order to assess how dangerous the people may be,
the aliens also send a vessel that reaches Mars
before the colonists. Alvar Lajunen, the
commander of the Celeste, is given the task of
ensuring the E’Kturi give a positive assessment,
with all means necessary.
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The author:
Madeleine Puljic was born in 1986 in Upper
Austria. She graduated from Art School Vienna and
is now living in Hamburg. Her first novel “Herz des
Winters” (Heart Of Winter) was self-published in
2013. Alongside her own novels in the genres of
fantasy and science fiction, she also writes
regularly for the Perry Rhodan NEO series. Her
novel “Noras Welten – Durch den Nimbus” (Nora’s
World - Through The Nimbus”) was awarded the
1st German Self-Publishing Prize in 2017.

NON-FICTION
Prof. Dr. Axel Buether

The Mysterious Power Of Colours
•
•

Colours greatly influence our well-being and
health
With the newest research findings from science
and culture
An entertaining book of very useful knowledge
May 2020, 304 pages

The 13 basic colours of emotions - how colours affect us
When we open our eyes, we see...colours! The
world is colourful, yet colours only make up one
percent of what we consciously process. Prof. Dr.
Axel Buether, Germany’s leading expert on colours,
investigates the secret of colours. He reveals them
to be the greatest communication system on Earth,
shows how they shape our culture, secretly control
our behaviour and influence our health. Above all
he reveals how colours influence our psyche. In
addition, Buether decodes the effects of the 13
basic colours on our emotional and social life. An
informative and exciting colour panorama with
surprising findings from the most recent colour
research.
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The author:
Prof. Dr. Axel Buether, born in 1967, studied
architecture and gained a doctorate in the topics
of neuropsychology and environmental design. In
2006, he became chairman of the Deutsche
Farbenzentrum e.V. (German colour centre), and
from 2006 to 2012 he taught at the Burg
Giebichenstein University of Art and Design Halle.
Since 2012, Buether has been professor of
didactics of visual communication at the University
of Wuppertal.

NON-FICTION
Jens Förster

Box Open, Box Closed
•
•

Clear arguments and instructions for selfassessment
Well-founded answers to the crucial question:
What can we do against the misuse of
prejudices?
May 2020, 272 pages

How can we look beyond our prejudices?
MeToo, climate change, the refugee crises –
increasingly prejudices are dominating the
discourse and leading to ever more discrimination.
Parties unashamedly stoke fear. A president lies
and wins supporters as a result. And in Europe
fascist tendencies are becoming clearly noticeable.
How can this trend be explained? And how can we
combat it? Dr Jens Förster, Germany’s most
creative social psychologist and leading prejudice
researcher, combines current observations and the
newest findings. His thoughts are rousing, reveal a
new perspective and increase awareness, meaning
that we can really form an opinion without putting
people into boxes.
“Jens Förster understands how to accessibly
communicate his research,” ZEIT online
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The author:
Dr. rer. nat. habil. Jens Förster, born in 1965,
worked for many years as a professor of
psychology i.a., at the Jacobs University, Bremen
and the universities of Amsterdam, Columbia and
Bochum. He is a co-founder of the Systemische
Institut für Positive Psychologie. He has worked
there since 2017 as a systemic consultant,
therapist and therapist trainer in addition to his
teaching and research work.

NON-FICTION
Hans-Ulrich Grimm

Food War
•

•

People love cheap food - and as a result they
increase the profits of the pharmaceutical
industry
An explosive story of how politics plays with our
health
March 2020, 256 pages

“The big concerns feed us until we are sick and we pay the price,” Hans-Ulrich
Grimm

How food companies and pharmaceutical giants
sacrifice our health for their profits
Health is becoming increasingly expensive. One of
the main reasons is industrially produced, cheap
and unhealthy foodstuffs, which lead to diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases and excess weight. So why
don’t we eat healthy, good quality food and as a
result reduce the cost of fighting lifestyle illnesses,
asks Hans-Ulrich Grimm. Because food companies
and the health industry earn well from this
untenable situation! This sobering answer is the
result of his worldwide research. Germany’s no. 1
nutrition critic starts by describing how decisions
are made regarding the quality and condition of
industrially produced foodstuffs - a billion euro
game between big food and big pharma. And
politics plays along with it, coming down on the
side of being unhealthy.
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The author:
Dr Hans-Ulrich Grimm is a journalist and author
who lives in Stuttgart. His many years of research
in the world of industrialised foodstuffs lead him
to banning all products from Nestlé, Knorr and the
like from his kitchen in favour of fresh products
from markets and farmers. His findings: eating well
comes at a price. Grimm’s books are best-sellers.
The book “Die Suppe lügt” (The Soup Is Lying)
alone had a total circulation of over 250,000
copies and is now considered a classic of modern
nutrition writing.

NON-FICTION
Albert Kitzler

Wisdom To Go
•
•

•

The sequel to the successful book “Philosophy To Go”
Pause for 5 minutes, reflect and find yourself
By one of the most successful philosophy consultants in
Germany
Total sales: more than 60,000 copies
April 2020, 272 pages

Dip in to find peace and gather strength
Big philosophy for little pauses
On the road with the great thinkers of Antiquity.
Like the previous volume, “Philosophy To Go,”
“Wisdom To Go” connects the experiences of
people today with the wisdom of important
Antique thinkers from the East and West. Albert
Kitzler contrasts the restlessness, stress and
superficiality of our daily lives with the wisdom of
Seneca, Epicurus, Buddha, Confucius and other
great thinkers. His approach changes the way we
look at the big and small questions of life while
helping us to find our centre in stressful times, and
also to shape our everyday lives to be more happy,
relaxed and aware.
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The author:
Doctor Albert Kitzler, born in 1955, studied
Philosophy and Law in Freiburg im Breisgau and
worked as a research assistant at the Heidegger
Institute. He has been working as a successful
media lawyer and film producer (1994: Oscar for
the short film ‘Schwarzfahrer’) in Berlin for more
than 20 years. Since 2000, he has once again
become intensely involved with philosophy in
antiquity in Greece, China and India. In 2010, he
founded ‘MASS UND MITTE – School for Antique
Wisdom’, where he hosts seminars, coaching
sessions and philosophical matinées, as well as
giving lectures.

NON-FICTION
Stephan Lucas

On The Side Of Evil
•
•

Stephan Lucas defends murderers and rapists in
trials that are sometimes spectacular
Completely revised and extended edition of the
successful true crime book
June 2020, 272 pages

“Even the worst criminal has earned a fair trial” Stephan Lucas
Stephan Lucas is on the side of evil in his capacity
as a defence lawyer. His cases show how close evil
is: a harmless argument develops into a violent
crime and a respectable family father becomes a
killer; a boy is blackmailed with intimate photos
that he sent to a supposed internet girlfriend. In
these and other cases, the Munich lawyer has
fought for the rights of his clients. And he knows,
“maybe I am contributing to the fact that an
unscrupulous rapist or murderer is free to walk the
streets. I have to live with that.”
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The author:
Stephan Lucas, born in 1972, has been a specialist
lawyer for criminal law for many years. In 2006, he
opened his chambers in Munich. Stephan Lucas
became famous through the TV show “Richter
Alexander Hold” (Judge Alexander Hold). Now, he
also goes on tour as a cabaret artist. In 2017, Der
Spiegel best-seller about the cabaret tour,
“Garantiert nicht strafbar” (Guaranteed Not
Prosecutable) was published by Knaur.

NON-FICTION
Carola Rackete

Time To Act
•
•

A rousing call for more humanity
A call for action for global justice and
environment protection in order to prevent the
collapse of human civilisation.
November 2019, 176 pages

Do Something Instead Of Just Hoping
Carola Rackete took the brave decision for her and
Sea Watch 3 to ignore the Italian interior ministry’s
ban. As a result of her bravery and determinedly
standing up for her values, she is the role model
for a whole generation.
A call for action for global justice and environment
protection in order to prevent the collapse of
human civilisation.
She headed for the harbour of Lampedusa with 40
refugees saved from the Mediterranean on board.
As a result, the captain became famous overnight and the hero of everyone who no longer wants to
stand by while saving human lives is systematically
prevented. In her book, she tells why she acts so
unconditionally for humanity, global justice and
nature conservation, since people fleeing from
their home countries is directly connected to the
climate crisis and the increasing global injustice.
We have to act urgently, for it is a question of
nothing less than our future on our planet.
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The author:
Carola Rackete (*1988) studied nautical science in
Elsfleth and conservation management in
Ormskirk, England. Since 2016, she has worked
voluntarily on the vessels and aircraft of civil sea
rescue in the Mediterranean. She is a member of
the “Extinction Rebellion” movement that warns
against the collapse of the ecosystem and the
global climate.

Rights sold:
France: L‘Iconnoclaste; Italy: Garzanti;
Netherlands: Pluim; Spain: Planeta/Paidos
(Spanish); Ara (Catalan)

NON-FICTION
Katharina Schulze
Give Courage Instead Of Spreading Fear
•
•

Die Grünen are on their way to becoming the
new mainstream party
Approachable, authentic and modern: Katharina
Schulze stands for a new type of politics
February 2020, 208 pages

A wake-up call from the political shooting star of “Die Grüne”
Young, headstrong and authentic: Katharina
Schulze is the undisputed up-and-coming talent of
“Die Grüne” (the German green party). Thanks to
her captivating manner, in 2018 she achieved the
best ever results for her party in Bavaria and
entered the Bavarian parliament as the to-date
youngest leader of the opposition. Be it women’s
rights, climate protection, the generational
contract or political engagement: Katharina Schulze
shows how we can succeed in meeting the
challenges of our age with optimism and without
blinkers. An appeal to politics to show more
courage and a call to work together to shape a
society in which we all want to live.
With a preface by Robert Habeck
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The author:
Katharina Schulze was born in 1985 in Freiburg im
Breisgau and studied politics in Munich and San
Diego. Since 2017, she has been the parliamentary
party leader of Die Grüne in Bavaria (in coleadership with Ludwig Hartmann) and since 2018,
she has been the leader of the opposition in the
Bavarian parliament.
www.katharina-schulze.de

NON-FICTION
Peter Vajkoczy

Head Work
•
•

Fascinating self-portrait of a doctor whose
greatest quality is his humility.
Prof. Dr. Peter Vajkoczy is one of the most
renowned neurosurgeons in the world
April 2020, 272 pages

“The brain genius” Der Spiegel
Two clinic wards, up to one hundred patients from
around the world and five to six operations per
day, usually cases of strokes, brain tumours and
bypasses. His instruments are tiny,
his success huge. In his book, brain surgeon Prof.
Dr. Vajkoczy recounts spectacular cases and
unusual methods, such as operating while the
patients are fully conscious, and the merciless race
against the clock when he performs a brain bypass.
It is a candid and fascinating self-portrait of the
doctor who the media call “the man for fine work”
and whose greatest quality is his humility. Every
day, he experiences how patients expect him to
perform miracles. And at the same time, he knows
how fine the line between life and death is when
he is operating on an open brain, where a percent
of a millimetre can be the difference between
success and failure.
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The author:
Born in 1968, Prof. Dr. Peter Vajkoczy was, at the
age of 37, the youngest head of department at the
Charité hospital in Berlin when he became the
director for neurosurgery. He leads a team of 12
senior doctors and 24 assistant doctors and
performs more than 700 operations each year.
Peter Vajkoczy is one of the most renowned
neurosurgeons in the world; the multi-award
winning doctor and scientist has the reputation of
being a genius.

POP SCIENCE
Dr Julia Fischer

Medicine Of Emotions
•
•
•

Fascinating: which feelings determine our
personality
Simple: complex biochemical processes are
explained understandably and entertainingly
Competent: Dr Fischer is a doctor and a
passionate collector of knowledge

May 2020, 256 pages

Pop science for powerful feelings
Broken hearts, tears of happiness, goosebumps!
What really lies behind our emotions
Powerful feelings can be wonderful. Or dreadful.
Or even both at the same time. Since sometimes,
you want to cry tears of happiness. Julia Fischer
describes how emotions come about, which
biochemical processes occur in our bodies and
how we can use this knowledge to help ourselves.
What do a broken heart and cold turkey have in
common, why do we have a tendency for knee-jerk
reactions when we are under pressure and why is
it not advisable to make decisions when we are
“hangry”: Entertaining, informative and rather
cheeky, Julia Fischer takes us on the emotional
roller coaster and shows us why we want to ride on
it again and again.

English sample translation available.
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The author:
Dr Julia Fischer, born in 1984, is a doctor, journalist
and presenter with an insatiable curiosity for
medical and scientific topics. Her biggest passion is
presenting them competently and entertainingly,
for example in her radio spots, “Medizinische
Notizen mit Dr. med. Julia Fischer” (medical notes
with Dr. med. Julia Fischer) on Radioeins or her
contributions for rbb TV. She lives with her family
in Berlin.

POP SCIENCE
Christine Gitter

Is That Healthy Or Can It Go?
•
•
•

A revealing expedition into the tricky world of dietary
supplements
Many practical tips
With over 20 years experience in a pharmacy, Christine
Gitter is an expert
May 2020, 288 pages

Pills, powder and power foods - what helps and what damages
Absolutely EVERYTHING about supplements
Magnesium, vitamin B12, Vitamin D - one in three
Germans use dietary supplements to care for their
body and soul. But is what we take with high
expectations really healthy?
Experienced pharmacist Christine Gitter gives
competent and entertaining answers to all relevant
questions: Do vitamins make you clever? Do the
right dietary supplements really increase our
productivity? Are natural vital substances better
than synthetic ones and are expensive products
better than cheap ones? Is it dangerous to take
them together with medication? Can we safely do
without one or the other tablet? A real must for
health-conscious people: everything about dietary
supplements, descriptively explained, humorously
told and very easy to follow.
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The author:
Christine Gitter, born in 1970, worked for more
than twenty years in a pharmacy; sixteen of which
she was the owner of the second oldest pharmacy
in Germany. Through innumerable conversations
with her customers she has become acquainted
like no other with the questions and worries on
the topic of pharmaceuticals. The author lives with
her family in Regensburg.

POP SCIENCE
Christian Hesse & Karsten Schwanke

From Lucky Numbers To PIN Codes
•

Mathematical everyday phenomena presented
in a clear and entertaining manner

April 2020, 272 pages

Useful and interesting facts from the world of numbers
Use maths to solve the riddles of everyday life
Mathematics professor and best-selling author
Christian Hesse and popular TV presenter Karsten
Schwanke make maths fun: Can luck in the lottery
be calculated?
Why is 2-1 the most frequent result in football?
What is the 101 of politics? Christian Hesse and
Karsten Schwanke provide answers to these and
many other questions, and present practical
knowledge from the world of maths, e.g., tips and
tricks for the four basic rules of arithmetic, a
simple mnemonic to work out days of the week
and a process to determine the number of fish in
an aquarium. They recount fascinating facts about
the meaning of numbers in the weather, in the
plant kingdom and in medicine, and they garnish
everything with mathematical puzzles and valuable
knowledge about primary numbers, fractions and
other important numbers. Knowledge-lite for
everyone who loves number games or stories
about numbers.
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The author:
Christian Hesse, born in 1960, is a professor of
mathematics in Stuttgart. He has become wellknown as an author of popular non-fiction about
maths. In 2018, he was a repeat guest on Karsten
Schwanke’s programme, “SMS - Schwanke meets
Science”.
Karsten Schwanke, born in 1969, is a
meteorologist. He has presented the weather on
ARD since 1995. He has also become well-known
thanks to a knowledge magazine for children and
adults. In 2010, he won the Goldene Kamera and
was nominated for the Grimme Prize.

POP SCIENCE
Marcus Schwarz

When Insects Walk On Corpses
•

When someone dies, nature has a banquet

April 2020, 288 pages

An entomologist investigates crime
When some children found a corpse while playing
in the forest, everything pointed to murder.
Establishing the precise time of death was crucial.
The forensic entomologist Marcus Schwarz was
called upon to clarify the question: how long had
the body been there? With increasing regularity,
the insect researcher has been able to solve
spectacular cases. Was it suicide? What do the
flies, who are always the first at the crime scene,
tell him? Marcus Schwarz made his passion for
forensics and criminology his job. This book gives
an insight into the practices and the most
interesting cases.
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The author:
Marcus Schwarz, born in 1987, studied forestry in
Dresden and works as a forensic entomologist at
the Institute of Legal Medicine in Leipzig. In a
multitude of cases - mainly homicides - he helps
the police and public prosecutors around
Germany. In addition, he trains police and students
in his specialist fields.

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Peter Seewald

Benedict XVI – A Life
•

•

Peter Seewald presents exclusive material from new
research and interviews with Joseph
Ratzinger/Benedict XVI.
The interview books by Peter Seewald and Joseph
Ratzinger/Benedict XVI were international best-sellers
April 2020, 1.088 pages

The biography that sets the benchmark
When Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger was elected Pope
in April 2005, it was the event of the century: a
German on the Chair of St. Peter. For the chosen
one, it is the highlight of an unparalleled career. As
a professor, as an archbishop, as leader of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith and
then finally as Pope Benedict XVI, Joseph Ratzinger
has been in the public eye for more than five
decades - a life that reflects the drama and
disruption of the 20th and 21st Centuries. Peter
Seewald has accompanied him for over 25 years as
a journalist and book author. He has the insider
knowledge that makes for precision of detail and
sound judgement. And so Seewald succeeds in
drawing a vivid image of the Pope emeritus that
shows the people Joseph Ratzinger in a new light.
Rights to all photos, including cover, cleared.
The biography can be published in two volumes.
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The author:
Peter Seewald, born in 1954, worked as a
journalist for STERN, SPIEGEL and the
SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG and is considered one of
the most successful religious authors in Germany.
His most well known books are: "Salz der Erde",
"Gott und die Welt" as well as several books on
Pope Benedikt XVI. Pattloch published his
collection "Kult" in 2007 and the bestseller
biography "Jesus Christus" in 2009.
In 2016 he published “Last Conversations with
Benedict XVI”, which turned an international best
seller and was published in 18 languages.
Peter Seewald is married and lives with his family
in Munich.

Rights sold:
Italy: Garzanti; Poland: ZNAK; Spain: Loyola; UK:
Bloomsbury

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Diana & Percy Shatki Johannsen

All Aboard!
•
•
•

Life in the car: A family of five escapes
One family’s fascinating search for freedom
Trending topics - work-life balance and
minimalism
April 2020, 232 pages

1 car, 2 adults, 3 children – and a journey into adventure
A family swaps the rat race for real freedom
Family Johannsen are living a freedom of which
others can only dream. Their home is a converted
Mercedes bus. Their children’s school is real life.
Their destination is nowhere. They are travelling.
The family of five consciously decided against the
pressures of modern life to perform and succeed,
and swapped house, work and security for
freedom, adventure and self-determination. The
five of them together in the car are looking for
what normally gets lost in day-to-day life: real
togetherness, closeness to nature and time to
experience the moment. The fascinating story of a
special family and an aware and authentic life.
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The authors:
Percy and Diana Johannsen worked for MTV before
they dared to take the leap into self-employment
with their own yoga studio and a vegan catering
service. Children, house and a load of
responsibilities; the hamster wheel was spinning
increasingly faster until suddenly their son no
longer wanted to go to school. The family saw it as
an opportunity to fundamentally question their
lives. In 2016, the five of them took a radical step:
they gave up everything, logged off and went
travelling. Since then the Johannsen family have
alternated living between Germany, Portugal and
in the car.

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Peter Rammes

Tree Herders
•
•
•
•

A book about nature on our doorsteps
A report about a fascinating job
A contagiously passionate and well-founded book
For fans of trees, climbing and timber sports
April 2020, 240 pages

Two men, one saw and the forest
For men who do not think climbing only refers to
their career
A book for men about teamwork, technology,
sweat and stamina. Every day, the tree herders face
the challenge of negotiating between nature and
civilisation and ensuring safety where they co-exist.
But what are a tree’s needs? What do you do when
old trees, which for years have withstood wind and
weather, are to fall victim to a dispute with a
neighbour?
The tree herders are just as at home on
construction sites as in the forests, and they are
living the dream of outdoors folk. Chainsaws are an
everyday occurrence for them. And the
preparations for the next tree climbing
competition are on their minds. However, it is all
worth it. An adventurous life for nature freaks.
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The author:
Peter Rammes was born in 1979 in Wülfrath and is
a garden designer and landscaper. In 2009, the
graduate in philosophy started his job as a tree
surgeon. The certified European tree worker and
tree climber provides training in tree climbing and
using chainsaws, and he participates at least once
per year in local, national and European tree
climbing championships. He volunteers for ISA
Germany (International Society of Arboriculture).

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Philip Schlaffer

Hate. Power. Violence
•
•

From neo-Nazi to biker boss: the harrowing and
highly topical life story of Philip Schlaffer
Large fan community on Youtube, active social
media community and sustained media interest
April 2020, 256 pages

An explosive insider report from the far-right underground
A former Nazi and red-light biker reveals all
Far right extremism, biker clubs and red-light
milieu: they were the stations in Philip Schlaffer’s
previous life. As a youth he was part of the violent
neo-Nazi scene; later he established a far-right
fellowship in Wismar and produced right-wing
rock. Alcohol, violence and confrontation with the
police shaped his daily life. His criminal career in
Wismar progressed; he became the leader of the
motorbike gang and organised drug selling and
prostitution. Finally, after 20 years, he managed to
leave criminality and extremism, and decided that
from then on he would work against hate, violence
and xenophobia. Candidly and harrowingly, he
recounts the story of his hard life - a very topical
insider report from the far-right scene, which does
not excuse or downplay anything but seeks to
enlighten and warn.
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The author:
Philip Schlaffer, born in 1978, was for many years
part of the violent German neo-Nazi scene and
was also later active in the red light and biker
milieu. Today, he has left his past behind him. In
the Extremislos e.V. association as well as online he
works against racism and for democracy and
tolerance.

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Bärbel Schröder

Time With Mother
•
•

A very personal and touching story of a daughter, who
accompanies her mother as she grows old and older
Bärbel Schröder taps into the mood and worry of a
whole generation
April 2020, 368 pages

For everyone who accompanies their parents as they grow old
On the joy of being with my mother in her final
years
“Look after your mum” the father asks his
daughter on his deathbed. She nods without being
able to fully appreciate the weight of her silent
answer. What follows is twenty years of “time with
mother”, as Bärbel Schröder consciously calls this
phase of her life. She accompanies her mother as
she ages and does not lose faith when it is
anything but easy to find a home in which she is
happy to leave her mother. How Bärbel Schröder
mastered these twenty years of care and how
despite all obstacles she succeeded in making the
autumn of her mother’s life happy and dignified, is
encouraging and exemplary for everyone who is in
the situation of having to care for their aged
parents.
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The author:
Bärbel Schröder was born in 1955 in Bonn. She
worked as a TV author and director for WDR, Arte,
Deutsche Welle and Inter Nationes, before she
began writing books. Bärbel Schröder lives with
her husband, the philosopher Gerd van Elst, in
Cologne.

BIOGRAPHY / MEMOIR
Geraldine Schüle

Life Without Borders
•
•
•

A travelogue that is as enthralling as it is inspiring
Seven journeys teach the author to look at life through
different eyes
A young woman goes to places that only a few dare to
visit
May 2020, 224 pages

On the road you find out who you are
My seven journeys into the world and to myself
Geraldine Schüle recounts seven journeys, which
are also real frontier experiences. Be it in Cairo
during the Arab Spring, in Southern Lebanon with
Hezbollah or in a circus school in Palestine: people
and places repeatedly question what she believes
she knows. Her experiences led her to an
unexpected philosophy of life: clowning as an
allegory of an inner attitude. It teaches her that in
every failure there is a chance for change and lets
her see life through different eyes. Enthralling,
inspiring and vivid: Geraldine Schüle describes
what it means to head off into the unknown in
order to return to yourself.
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The author:
Geraldine Schüle was born in 1993 and comes
from Freiburg in Breisgau. After studying
geography and ethnology, she undertook a circuspedagogical course before travelling through
Europe in a “circus bus” as a street artist
performing clowning, acrobatics and juggling. She
works as a journalist at the Badische Zeitung in
Freiburg and as a blogger. Currently, she is an
author at camperstyle.de and lives in a converted
trailer.

SELF HELP
Anja Niekerken

The Art Of Not Being An Arsehole
•
•

Dignity, respect, empathy and fairplay - how to hold on
to them and many other values in daily life
Clearly and humorously explained with tips that are
suitable for daily life
April 2020, 208 pages

Even if the world is $#!+, you don’t have to be.
Stay calm, when everyone else is going mad
Often enough, we get annoyed by arseholes in our
daily lives: in politics, on public transport or in the
office - they are lurking everywhere. At the same
time, we rarely notice how quickly we ourselves
can also turn into arseholes because our
perception of ourselves generally has little to do
with how we appear to others. Yet, with a few little
tricks we can easily put our foot on the arsehole
brakes. Funny, demonstrative and close to
everyday life, Anja Niekerken shows us where
arsehole traps are hidden, how we can avoid them
and how we can be the person we want to be in
lousy situations.
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The author:
As a coach, speaker and author Anja Niekerken
shares the principles of management and selfmanagement with much humour and real-life
examples. Furthermore, she is an enthusiastic
mother, a passionate rider, an ambitious amateur
athlete, a verified dog lady and a practising wife.
www.anja-niekerken.de

MIND BODY SPIRIT
Michael Droste-Laux

Timeout For The Skin
•
•

The holistic self-help book: Everything you need
to know for skin health
Recipes to make at home, holistic tips and
practical healing techniques
May 2020, 192 pages

The acid-alkaline secret for a healthy skin
This all-round wellness book for women presents
over 25 all natural methods for beautiful and
healthy skin, such as:
• fasting and detox,
• masks, compresses and wraps,
• bitter substances and spices,
• use of skin-friendly textiles,
• avoidance of electrosmog
There are also plenty of tips for the regulation of
the acid-alkaline balance, recipes to make at home
and tips for relaxation and balancing our psyche.
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The author:
After a traditional education as a chemist, Michael
Droste-Laux is responsible for the natural remedies
department at a pharmaceutical wholesaler and
he researches the topic of acid-alkaline balance.
Since 1999, he has shared his knowledge through
presentations at conferences for healers and
doctors as well as in numerous publications. In
2006, Michael Droste-Laux established a company
for alkaline natural cosmetics in Augsburg.
www.droste-laux.de

MIND BODY SPIRIT
Dr. Malte Rubach

The Secret Of Ageing Healthily
•
•
•

Facts instead of myths: lessons from all scientific
studies on the topic of growing old healthily
The best advice for nutrition, exercise and enjoyment
with many practical applications
Malte Rubach is a doctor of nutrition science and an
age researcher

March 2020, 336 pages

The formula for a long life: scientifically founded and practical
The summary of all scientific studies - with many
practical ideas
It is an ancient dream of humanity: to live a long,
happy and healthy life. Modern research on ageing
offers a whole host of verified findings on staying
mentally and physically fit for longer. They are both
closely connected. What is the magic formula? In
short: it is the right amount of nutrition,
movement and enjoyment. In his new health selfhelp book, sought-after nutritionist and age
researcher Dr. Malte Rubach uses all current
scientific studies to explain how you can succeed in
growing old happily and healthily.
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The author:
After periods in Gießen, San Diego and Madison,
author and nutritionist Dr Malte Rubach
completed his doctorate in coffee research at the
Technical University of Munich. He is a soughtafter expert for matters concerning foodstuffs,
nutrition and innovation. He lives and works in
Munich.

MIND BODY SPIRIT
Lucia Nirmala Schmidt

The Hand Healing Book
•
•
•

The first self-help book for hand health
By the renowned fascia expert and yoga teacher
From practical experience for practical application
Hand exercises that provide effective and long-term
help
February 2020, 96 pages

Finally, help for painful hands
Lucia Nirmala Schmidt provides specialist help with
hand problems. She combines exercises from yoga
and fascia training, which often help various pains
in hands and wrists. The renowned yoga teacher
briefly and clearly explains the anatomical context
and addresses both various conditions (e.g., carpal
tunnel syndrome) and also the different causes of
complaints. Many of these exercises can be easily
integrated into daily life and will ensure sustainable
relaxation, soothing and healing.
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The author:
Lucia Nirmala Schmidt has worked as a yoga
teacher and breath therapist for 25 years and is
one of the pioneers of modern yoga in the
German-speaking region of Europe. The extent of
her fame is thanks to her unique talent for passing
on the essence of the timeless yoga teachings in a
contemporary, relatable and understandable
language and she conveys it as the “art of living” to
those with western lifestyles. She leads seminars,
workshops and retreats around the world and
teaches in her training centre BodyMindSpirit in
Zurich.
www.lucia-schmidt.ch

MIND BODY SPIRIT
Dr. Markus Strauß

The Wild Plant Pharmacy
•

•

The first practical book for wild plants with instructions
for growing your own in the garden
60 recipes: super healthy, made in 10 minutes, few
ingredients, healing effect
Total sales: 100,000 copies in the German speaking
region
March 2020, 224 pages

Edible plants that nourish and heal
Edible plants are the superfoods on our doorstep.
They are full of vital substances, and no matter
whether we enjoy them as a piquant ground elder
bruschetta, healthy hawthorn heart biscuits or a
spicy wild herb pesto, they always mean additonal
quality of life. In the “Wild Plant Pharmacy”, wild
plant expert Dr Markus Strauß names all the best
places to collect common wild plants, which can be
found in the fields, meadows, on the shores of
lakes or in the bushes. This wild plant guide is
noteworthy because of the methods developed by
Dr Strauß for self-providers to grow and cultivate
wild plants, be it in their own garden, on the
balcony or on the patio.
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The author:
Dr Markus Strauß is geologist, biologist, wellknown wild plant and tree expert, book author,
consultant and lecturer. He wrote his doctoral
thesis on ecological tea plantations in the
Himalayas and has carried out extensive studies on
wild nutrition. Nowadays he concentrates on the
subject of self-sufficiency through edible wild
plants and offers certified training on the subject.

MIND BODY SPIRIT
Dorit Zimmermann
Children’s Hour With Doctor Nature
•
•
•

Natural help for the most common complaints for
children from 0-14 years old
Age old healing knowledge from the herbal medicine
expert for children
Over 90 healing recipes and a practical list of illnesses
February 2020, 224 pages

Treat and prevent childhood illnesses with native herbs
Children who are treated with natural medicine
from an early age are healthier and have a stronger
immune system. In this self-help book, the
experienced phytotherapist shows how, with the
aid of over 50 native herbs, you can contribute to
the healthy development of your children.
Whether it is an annoying cold, or a pain in the
tooth, throat or ear, a herb grows that treats every
ache and pain. The book includes tried and tested
recipes for healing teas, wraps and compresses, as
well as for skin-protecting care products that you
can make in a minute yourself.
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The author:
Dorit Zimmermann is a practitioner of alternative
medicine and has her own practice for classic
homoeopathy with a focus on treating children
and women. She holds qualifications in
physiotherapy, classical homoeopathy and
behavioural therapy. She works as a medical
journalist, book author and editor of Homöopathie
Zeitschrift.

YOGA
Inge Schöps

Yoga - The Big Exercise Book
•
•
•
•

For Beginners And Advanced Practitioners
The most successful yoga exercise book in the German
speaking region
With exact step-by-step photos for 120 asanas
The reference work for yoga: 300,000 copies sold
December 2019, 256 pages

The no. 1 best-seller for beginners and advanced practitioners
All rights now with Knaur Balance!
Yoga harmonises body, mind and soul, and leads to
a greater resistance to stress. In this reference
work and yoga long seller, yoga teacher and bestselling author Inge Schöps provides:
• a well-founded introduction to the central
aspects of the history and philosophy of yoga
• more than 120 asanas with precise descriptions
of body position, detailed photos and step-by-step
instructions
• an introduction to elementary breathing and
meditation techniques
• individually combinable sequences
Yoga harmonises body, mind and soul and leads to
a greater resistance to stress.
In this reference work and yoga long seller yoga
teacher and best-selling author Inge Schöps
provides:
• numerous variations, easier alternatives for
beginners and more difficult ones for more
advanced practitioners
• individually combinable exercise sequences ideal for at home and when travelling.
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The author:
Writer Inge Schöps is a qualified yoga teacher and
mental coach from Cologne. She is founder of the
yoga community known as Yoga-On and now offers
yoga in connection with coaching sessions,
workshops and retreats. Her book ‘Yoga: Das große
Praxisbuch für Einsteiger und Fortgeschrittene’, her
practice book for beginners and the more
advanced, became a best-seller and has already
been translated into a number of other languages.
Before she came to yoga she was a qualified
translator, with an MBA to boot, who held senior
positions at publishing houses of international
renown.

FAMILY & EDUCATION
Daniel Jung

Let’s Rock Education
•
•
•

From the maths revolution to the educational
awakening
The vision of digital learning
The provocative debate book by YouTube star and
pioneer of digital education Daniel Jung
March 2020, 340 pages

School must not fall behind! New ideas for the digital education revolution

What school must learn today
“Digital education - that is more than just
equipping our schools with hardware,” Daniel Jung
notes and demands, “We need committed and
knowledgeable teachers and new pedagogical
concepts to make digital places of learning out of
analogue classrooms!” For years, he has been
leading by example with successful YouTube
tutorials and showing what education today should
look like - and his success confirms it. In his book,
he drafts ideas for a digital education revolution.
His credo: individual learning instead of
standardised education. There are enough
examples of it and Daniel Jung presents them.
Above all, he makes it clear that there is not much
time left to implement them. For we have to
comprehensively prepare our children for the
challenges of artificial intelligence, otherwise we
are gambling with our prosperity and our
economic future.
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The author:
Daniel Jung is a pioneer of digital education. He
not only presents one of the most successful
education channels on YouTube (“Mathe” (Maths)
by Daniel Jung), but also sits on the jury of the
Google Impact Challenge, is significantly involved
in the development of maths courses at German
and Swiss universities, is a co-founder of StudyHelp
and is a sought-after speaker on the topics of
education, motivation and e-learning.

FAMILY & EDUCATION
Ulf Lüdeke

Daddys Can Do It!
•
•
•

Knowledge, experiments and joint projects for
fathers and sons
Everything that makes being together nicer
The perfect present for Father’s Day
March 2020, 272 pages

“Daddys Can Do It” is the ultimate collection of
boys’ topics for big and little men: from the
infallible technique to be the best cannon ball in
the swimming baths and instructions for building
rockets, catapults and tree houses, to genius codes
to crack secret messages and interesting facts
about the most adventurous cultures in the world.
With fascinating knowledge, exciting projects and
interesting experiments, this lovingly presented
book is the perfect present for Father’s Day and a
reliable accompaniment for wonderful father-son
time.
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The author:
Ulf Lüdeke works as a freelance journalist, author
and photographer and is himself the father to a
son. After living on Sardinia for many years, he is
once again living in Germany.

FAMILY & EDUCATION
Marianne Nolde

Remaining Parents After Separation
•
•
•

An inspirational and encouraging book for separated
parents
Competent advice from an experienced family
psychologist
Current debate about joint custody
April 2020, 192 pages

As a couple separated, as parents a team
What ex-partners should know for themselves and
their children
When the dream of family happiness is over,
parents have many questions: Will the children live
with their mother or their father in the future, or
what about joint custody? How do parents remain
a team when they are no longer a couple? And
how can the children process the new situation?
Family psychologist Marianne Nolde has helped
many families through separation. She knows what
is important for parents and children to cope well
during this traumatic period. In her book, she
provides answers to the most pressing questions
and encourages those affected to re-imagine their
future.
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The author:
In her capacity as a psychologist and expert at the
family court Marianne Nolde has helped separated
parents for many years and she knows the worries
and pitfalls in this difficult time. She herself has
gone through a divorce and has made it her job to
support parents in finding the best way for
themselves and their children. Marianne Nolde
lives in Borken.

HUMOUR
Volker Keidel
Those Who Drink Alcohol-free Shandy
Have Already Given Up
•

Nothing is more absurd than daily life - from
hygge and yoga to man flu

April 2020, 208 pages

Trend rejecters and lazy lumps: unite!
One man takes on every trend
Masterfully described in the well-known flippant
Keidel manner
Trend attack from someone who knows about it:
Volker Keidel has tried everything.

Life as a 50-year-old can be difficult enough; the
last thing Volker Keidel needs are all these lifestyle
trends. Hand lettering, low carb, gangsta rap:
unbearable! Yes, he is not one to be overly
didactic. On the contrary: he knows he should give
this whole trend madness a chance! In hilarious
self-tests he goes to hygge parties, gaming events
and to Boulder Halle (a climbing wall). However, in
the end he is sure: “You don’t find true happiness
by drinking smoothies. Drink enough beer! Go over
the top! Live!” A true pleasure for everyone who
rejects trends and is too lazy for convictions.
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The author:
Volker Keidel is a marketing department manager
at the book retailer Hugendubel, an author and a
regular participant at the Munich reading stage
“Westend ist Kiez”. Volker Keidel lives near to
Munich.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Barbara Ellermeier
Dietrich Bonhoeffer– Long Live Freedom!
•
•
•

Dietrich Bonhoeffer is one of the most important
theologians of the 20th Century
This book collates his central ideas on the topic of
“freedom”
Published for the 75th anniversary of his death on 9th
April 2020

March 2020, 144 pages

Being free means having no fear
He was already safe in the USA when he decided to
return to Nazi Germany. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, one
of the most famous German resistance fighters,
was a very special person. In prison they said of
him that he did not appear like a prisoner; he went
his way upright and confidently. At the same time,
he himself often felt miserable and weak. On 9th
April 2020, it is the 75th anniversary of his
execution upon Hitler’s personal orders. What
events influenced Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s journey to
resistance? What shaped him during this critical
time? Which meetings, which conversations and
which Bible texts helped him? Barbara Ellermeier
touchingly portrays a turning point in the life of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer using a mix of diary extracts,
letters and memos as well as a fine feel for
narrative that puts it all into the historical context –
just as she had already succeeded in doing with
her successful book “Lesen ist Freiheit” (Reading is
Freedom) about Sophie Scholl. In her new book,
she illustrates how Dietrich Bonhoeffer repeatedly
exercised the freedom to decide against the
“usual” and the purportedly “safe”.
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The author:
Barbara Ellermeier, born in 1980, is an historian.
She loves turning current research results into
exciting stories. She has been studying the lives of
Sophie and Hans Scholl for many years. She
compiled the first biography of Hans Scholl, which
was met with much regard. Her books have been
awarded the Martha Saalfeld advancement award
and the Theodor Haecker testimonial.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Rainer Haak

77 x Happiness
•
•
•

77 prompts that let us discover happiness
A cheery present and great gift
Short, easy text to dip into

February 2020, 192 pages

Discover happiness in everyday life
What is “happiness” actually? When the majority
of people think of it, they think of extraordinary
things and special moments in life: finding your
true love, the dream job or financial
independence. But if we just concentrate on
finding large scale happiness, we run the risk of
missing the small moments of happiness in
everyday life: a beautiful sunrise, a neighbour’s
kind words, a butterfly which surprises us with its
lightness of being, or the good friends that we are
lucky to know. “Happiness can be found
everywhere. We just have to open our eyes to
rediscover it again.” Rainer Haak is convinced of it.
That is why he gives the reader 77 prompts to
happiness: cheerful, moving and also reflective
stories, poems, fairy tales and accounts, which help
to discover the richness of life.
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The author:
Rainer Haak was born in Hamburg. After studying
theology and a few semesters of medicine, he
worked among other things as a youth minister for
more than 80 congregations. Since 1990, he has
mainly worked as an author. The total sales of his
work is more than nine million copies.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Carsten Leinhäuser

Travelling For God
•
•
•

Church can be very different: entertaining and yet
profound
This book awakens the desire for a belief as it could be:
thrilling and sometimes simply hilarious
Suitable for both seekers and Christians
March 2020, 192 pages

Test driver. Life lover. Story teller.
Church can be very different!
Carsten Leinhäuser does not fit into any cliché. The
Catholic priest is an adventurer of God, who he
constantly meets on his travels in the presence of
fascinating people and in many places on Earth. He
ends up in the most impossible situations, and tells
of test vehicles that he crashes, relationships, blind
dates with God and why oranges remind him of
prayer. When he angrily realises what bothers him
about the church, he speaks out and he touches
our hearts when he tells us why, despite it, he can’t
imagine another life. An interesting and
entertaining adventure trip through the world of
Christian belief.
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The author:
Carsten Leinhäuser, born in 1979, is a true
Saarlander from Rohrbach; enthused by God and a
“fisher of men”; passionate car driver; Lord of the
Rings fan; constantly on the internet; bookworm;
late riser and idler; traveller; wearer of glasses and
contact lenses; film watcher and photographer. On
the road with a Bible, vestment and coffee.
Studied theology in Mainz (1998-2004), ordination
in 2006. Chaplain at St. Anton und Christ König,
Winzeln, Gersbach and Windsberg, followed by
various positions in the field of youth work. 20152019 diocese minister in the diocese of Speyer.
Since autumn 2019 he is a priest in
Winnweiler/Rhineland Palatinate.
www.vaticarsten.de

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Peter Tauber

You Don’t Have To Be A Hero
•
•
•

A top politician in crisis
Influence, responsibility, success - he has everything but
what really matters in the end?
An interesting look behind the scenes of politics
March 2020, 192 pages

I thought I was invincible!
Boys don’t cry. What does a man do when he
realises that he can’t continue? What is worth
giving your all for? And what happens to your ego
when you suddenly realise that you are not as
tough as you always thought you were and have to
take a step back? CDU politician Peter Tauber has
written a book for all men who in midlife ask
themselves “why”, “what for” and “where to”? And
for all women, who want to understand how men
think. Peter Tauber also offers an exciting look
behind the scenes of top politics. Peter Tauber has
already had an impressive political career. To date,
he was the youngest general secretary of the CDU
and he stood by Angela Merkel during the refugee
crisis, one of the most difficult phases in the
party’s history. When a serious bowel illness threw
him off course and his life could only be saved with
an emergency operation, he suddenly had to ask
himself the questions that he had been ignoring
for a long time. What drives me to reach and go
beyond my limits? What if today was my last day what remains? In this very personal book, devout
Christian Peter Tauber today looks back at his life in
a self-critical manner.
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The author:
Peter Tauber was born in 1974. Historian, reserve
officer and Christian: he likes to describe himself
with these four words. Born in Hessen, the
graduate historian has had an impressive political
career, which was only interrupted by a serious
illness. Today, he is a parliamentary state secretary
in the German Federal Ministry of Defence.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Bettina Wulff

Not What I Expected
•
•

A reflective Bettina Wulff writes about mistakes,
crises and new perspectives
Clever ideas for the middle-aged

March 2020, 192 pages

“Today, I would do many things differently...”
Again and again, Bettina Wulff, the former first lady of
Germany once at the side of former German President
Christian Wulff, is in the headlines: marriage in crisis,
divorce, remarriage, failure again. The most recent
headline: with a BAC of 0.2%, she came off the road in
her car and crashed into a tree. SPIEGEL called her the
“ambassador of the disorientated”. Much is written
about her. In this book, she has her say and shows the
public a new side to her: the thoughtful and grounded
Bettina Wulff, who halfway through her life is looking
back and had expected many things to be very
different. Together with co-author Heino Masemann
she addresses what really matters and what remains. A
clever book with important thoughts for all readers in
midlife. “It is time to sort life out and take responsible
decisions. Heino Masemann and I would like to take
you with us on our journey. For we have both
discovered how complex and critical the time which we
call midlife can be. And how happy it makes up to
eventually sense where the journey is really heading.
Maybe you would like to come along with us?” Bettina
Wulff
Heino Masemann, her minister and pastor of many
years, reflects on many of the topics from the point of
view of a man who has experienced similar ups and
downs
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The author:
Bettina Wulff, born in 1973, was the wife of the
former German President Christian Wulff, with
whom she has one child. Before her husband
became president, she worked as a press secretary
and she later founded her own PR agency.
Heino Masemann, born in 1961, is a Lutheran
theologian and minister. He works as the manager
of the “Landesverein für Innere Mission Hannover”
(state association for the inner mission in
Hannover) and is also responsible for working on
“Expowal – eine unglaubliche Kirche” (Expowal - an
unbelievable church). He has been friends with
Bettina Wulff for years.

bene! FOR KIDS
Lea Käßmann & Jana Walczyk

The Little Raccoon Asks About God
•

In a way that is accessible to children this book
addresses one of children’s most important
questions, “where does God live”?

March 2020, 20 pages

New adventures with the Little Raccoon
Encouraging, funny and enthralling bedtime story
for children aged 2 and over
Beautifully designed by the well-known illustrator
Jana Walczyk
Together with his Mama, the little raccoon goes on
a nature walk and asks, “where exactly is God?”
Could He be up there in heaven, in the flowers, in
the butterflies, in the squirrels, the foxes and all
the other animals that live in the forest? And if He
is there, Why does He not take care of the bird’s
nest that is blown away by the wind when the
storm suddenly comes? “God is not responsible for
misfortune. Some things just happen. But like a
comforting mother God helps us to deal with it,”
Mama Raccoon tells him. With love and patience
she answers all Little Raccoon’s questions. Until at
the end, she realises, “God is everywhere and is
always looking after you.” A loving assurance for
the small ones.
More than 7.500 copies sold in two months of The
little raccoon waits for Christmas .
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The authors:

Lea Käßmann, born in 1982, studied German
studies and philosophy and then worked as an
editor at a renowned children’s publishers.
Developing books for children is her great passion.
She lives with her husband and small son in
Hannover.
Jana Walczyk, born in 1989, studied design and
illustration at Münster University of Applied
Sciences, the Accademia di Belle Arti in Bologna
and HAW Hamburg, where in 2017 she
successfully gained a masters in illustration. As a
freelance graphic designer and illustrator, she
illustrates books and editorials in equal measure.
She contributes to several design projects and runs
workshops on the topic of book illustration. Her
work has already been shown in several group and
individual exhibitions and has also been exhibited
internationally.

bene! FOR KIDS
Margot Käßmann

What Happened At Easter?
•
•

The Biblical Easter story in modern, childfriendly language
For reading (aloud) to children aged 5 and above
Beautiful illustrations by Stefanie Scharnberg
February 2020, 32 pages

The Easter story - told in an easy-to-understand manner
What really happened at Easter? And why do
people still remember it today? Many parents find
it difficult to answer their children when they ask
this question. Margot Käßmann tells the Easter
story from an unusual perspective: from the point
of view of a girl. Little Rebekka experiences the
dramatic time, in which Jesus comes to Jerusalem
shortly before his death. Her parents are among
his followers. She watches the Last Supper and
realises that something really special is happening.
On Easter morning, she followers her mother to his
tomb and witnesses him rising again. Told in this
way, even the most complicated aspects of Easter
are made understandable for small children - and
for us adults too.
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The author:
Margot Käßmann, born in 1958, is one of the
most well-known church personalities in Germany.
During and after her period as the chair of
the Council of the Protestant Church in Germany,
she gained the esteem and sympathy of many
people thanks to her open and straightforward
manner. The minister and mother of four
daughters is in the prime of her life and is not
afraid of change. She finds a balance to her duties
by jogging and spending time with her
grandchildren.
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